We evaluate the in nite volume, continuum limit of 0 ++ and 2 ++ glueball masses in the valence approximation.
states, a quarkantiquark system has odd orbital angular momentum. The resulting angular momentum barrier should tend to suppress the quark-antiquark annihilation required for mixing with glue states. An argument 2] based on the observed near degeneracy of corresponding pairs of isovector and isoscalar mesons composed of a quark and an antiquark with nonzero orbital angular momentum supports this expectation. Thus we believe there is a reasonable chance that our results provide fairly reliable predictions for the real world.
We use square loop glueball operators constructed from smeared links. Smearing eliminates some of the high frequency noise and increases the projection to the ground state 3]. Although different methods have been proposed and used in the past, most of them consist of de ning smeared SU (3) (2) is then used to construct s s loops. Therefore each operator is uniquely speci ed by the parameter s.
At larger we nd the gauge invariant operators couple more e ciently to glueball ground states than do the Coulomb gauge operators. Even at smaller , however, the required gauge xing makes Coulomb gauge operators computationally more expensive.
Two vacuum subtracted glueball operators O s and O s 0 , with the same quantum numbers J P C and di erent smearing parameters r and r 0 , generate a propagator C rr 0 (t) that at large time separations approaches the asymptotic form Z r Z r 0 fexp(?mt) + exp ?m(T ? t)]g:
Here T is the lattice temporal period, m is the mass of the lightest state, and Z r is the projection h jO r jJ P C i. For Coulomb gauge smearing, r is the size parameter s, while for gauge invariant smearing r represents the triple ( ; N S ; N L ). The Coulomb gauge data was analyzed by tting the propagators obtained from di erent operators to Eq. (3) all at once over a range of several time slices. All the ts were performed using For the gauge invariant data we tted only diagonal propagartors C rr (t) to Eq. (3). The most probable combined mass was then found using the statistical correlation matrix among the tted masses for di erent r. The required correlation matrix, and the statistical errors in all ts, were found by the bootstrap method. Table 1 summarizes our calculations and results. For each the rst row refers to Coulomb gauge operators and the second, if present, to gauge invariant operators. The smearing strength parameter was set to 0:25 at = 5:7, and 1:0 in all other cases. The table also lists the number of measurements and the number of SU (3) Monte Carlo updates between each measurement in the format heat bath sweeps + microcanonical sweeps 8]. Successive measurements in all cases appeared to be nearly independent statistically. In some cases we found a slight increase in error bars if successive propagators were binned together to produce a ensemble with fewer members and smaller correlations. In parentheses we indicate the bin sizes, generally taken much larger than needed, used in our nal evaluation of error bars. The two di erent smearing methods generally produced statistically consistent mass results. We found, however, some discrepancies at the two largest , presumably due to the small Coulomb gauge ensembles yielding unrealiable estimates of the size of their errors. Our masses from the largest ensembles are all consistent with recent calculation by other groups at similar values of We would like to thank Frank Butler for writing some of the analysis software which we used, and Mike Cassera, Molly Elliott, Dave George, Chi 
